In this paper, a method to determine the reliability index of distributed parameter systems by using a method of approximation the multi-condition dependent probability by a one-condition dependent probability is proposed. Therefore, the problem of the reliability index of distributed parameter system is transformed into the defined case.
Introduction
The reliability of a system in general, and that of structures in particular, have been studied for many years. Some works have either directly or indirectly referred to the reliability of distributed parameter system (DPS) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
DPS herein means a system of which parameters depend on space and time variables.
Until now, studies on DPS have limited themselves to the level of formulation of problem or consideration of simple cases.
In general, mechanical systems are systems with distributed parameters, whose solutions have to satisfy a system of differential equations. It is not easy however, to modelize DPS by electrical networks, in order to facilitate the reliability computation. On the other hand, DPS is composed of elements linked together by relations of equational and inequational forms .
Consequently, to compute the reliability of DPS, we have to consider the problem of the cross, a level in multidimensional space of a stochastic process [9] . Many difficulties are therefore faced.
The many problems of mechanics, such as; optimal design problem; limit analysis problem; shakdown problem; etc., the number of conditions expressed by equation forms is less than that of the unknowns; therefore, the schema for computation of reliability given in [2, 5] is not available.
As we know [1], in case the probability is dependent upon one condition (an inequation), there exists a one to one relation between the probability of failure
Pf and the reliability index f3
is standard normal distribution function.
Otherwise, when the probability has to satisfy a system of equations and inequations, the relation between Pf and f3 have yet been established, so far. ·
In this paper, a method to determine the reliability index of DPS by using a method of approximation presenting the multi-condition dependent probability into a one-condition dependent one, is proposed. Therefore, the problem is transformed into the case {3 of a defined.
To illustrate the method, the reliability inde-x of an air tube is considered.
Reliability of DPS,
Reliability is the most significant indicator of a system. The quality of a system is shown by several characteristic quantities. If quality indicators are safeguarded to some conditions, then the system is considered as guaranteed. Thus, to ensure quality, quality variables need to satisfy a system of equations and inequations .
Eventually, the reliability of a system is the joint probability of an equation and inequation of state, quality and time variables.
According to [5] , reliability of a system is the probability:
where:
is the state equation of the system,
(2.1)

Mu= iJ
Do v t -transformation of st~te variable ii into quality iJ, -quality domain, -the space area occupied by the system, -time variable,
In case, the number of unknowns is greater than t he number of con dition expressed by equation forms, principly there is no unique solution. Consequently, we have to solve problems by met hods of t he choice of p lans (optim ization problem).
In particular case, we can find ii fr om st at e equation Lu = if, to find v from In the discrete forms, obtained by the finite-difference method or the finiteelement method [ 11] , we have 
Reliability index of DPS
where G is called the safety margin, µa and ac the mean value and standard deviation of G.
In the case, where probability (2.3) depends on multi-conditions (m 2: 2) , then the reliability index is yet to be defined. Now, we would like to put forward an approximate expression of reliability index {3 for the general case.
The approximation of safety domain
In view of geometry, the system of inequations
Generally, G is a convex domain, filled with the origin of coordinates.
In the case where G is not convex, we shall approximate G by some convex sub-domains. Without the loss of generality, we can take an illustration for argument in a two-dimensional case (Fig. 1) . Therefore, the G domain has an angular point at A. Now, we replace a small piece of boundary of G in the neighbourhood of an angular A by a curve (dotted line) , so that the G domain is smooth at A (i.e. boundary of G is differentiable at A) . Thus, we approximated two conditions by one condition.
G,=O
Similar results hold for probability over any finite numbers of m.
At last, we approximate a super-surface, which is defined by m equations, by other defined by one equation. Now, approximate safety domain is differentiable · at every boundary point. In this case, the reliability index is defined by (3.1).
The remining in (3.1), the equation of super-surface is G = 0. In order to determine (3, we have to know the analytical form of G, its mean value and normal deviation. Our function G however, is only a conventional function .
Next, we shall prove that, with an approximate calculation of (J, it is unnecessary to know G function in a clear form, that is very convenient for the computation.
Determination approximate value of f3
For the simplicity of exposition, the safety condition is chosen by the strength condition. For example, the strength condition is Tresca's yield condition [12] (Fig. 2) , and the safety domain is a polygon with six angular points. Now, we approximate Tresca's polygon by Mises 's ellipse (dotted line), thus,
We approximated a polygon by an ellipse. Conversely, we can say that the ellipse is an approximation of a polygon. In general, Gi (i = 1, m) are nonlinear functions , the system of inequations Gi ~ 0 (i = 1, m) determines a domain in n-dimensional space. By an argument analogous to that used for the proof above, we can approximate safety domain by a super-surface.
Suppose that, random variables are independent, uncorrelated and normal distributed. If they are not normal and correlated, we transform them into normal variables by Rachwiz-Fiessler's transformation [1].
As we know [1, 2] , in the space of normalized random variables, the shortest distance from the origin to the failure surface is equal to reliability index f3. Because the normalized transformation is linear, the above geometrical interpretation is hold.
From now on we study the space of normalized random variables.
Denote /3i ( i = 1, m) are the shortest distances from the OJ'igin to G i-surfaces ( Gi = 0 surface) . The origin safety domain is also an· approximate form of smooth approximate surface.
We now combine the above results to obtain the following expression
The expression (3.2) proves that , to determine reliability index (3 of DPS, we only should find index f3i ( i = 1, m).
The sphere having a radius f3 and centre at origin, is inside -tangent of the safety domain. From that, (3 is a low boundary of reliability index.
Example
Consider an air tube subjected to internal pressure Pa (Fig. 3) [13] .
The state equation The safety margins are:
Linearization <p1 and <p2 at mean values of basic variables, to find µGi and aai, from that we find out f3i · At last, we have 
Conclusions
The main idea of the method presented in this paper is to give an approximation of reliability index of DPS . The proposed technique based only on the mathematical form of safety condition, there is no relation with the modelization of system into a series or parallel systems.
In the [ 1], P alle Thoft -Christensen and others proposed a similar comment for single elements without provement.
The method could be applied to technical, economical systems and to ecological systems as well.
